COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT SCHOOL ZONES SY 14-15

Donna Goble

- Mission View Elementary
- Myers Ganoung Elementary
- Mary Meredith K-12
- Lawrence 3-8
- Miles ELC K-8
- Pueblo Gardens K-8
- Roberts/Naylor K-8
- Lineweaver Elementary

Susan Pequet

- Sam Hughes Elementary
- Catalina High
- Blenman Elementary
- Doolen Middle
- Whitmore Elementary
- Wright Elementary
- Howell Elementary
- Project MORE

Michelle Valenzuela

- University HS
- Rincon HS
- Sahuaro
- Soleng Tom Elementary
- Gridley Middle
- Magee Middle
- Schumaker IELC
- Henry Elementary
- Bloom Elementary
Vanessa Hernandez

- Grijalva Elementary
- Brichta IELC
- Pistor Middle
- Warren Elementary
- Maldonado Elementary
- Miller Elementary
- Valencia Middle
- White Elementary
- Johnson Primary

Sally Jacunski

- All Magnet Schools

Jes Ruvalcaba

- Gale Elementary
- Steele Elementary
- Ford Elementary
- Santa Rita HS
- Dietz K-8
- Wheeler Elementary
- Erickson Elementary
- Hudlow Elementary

Mary Canty

- Secrist Middle
- Alice Vail Middle
- Sewell Elementary
- Van Buskirk Elementary
- Davidson Elementary
- Fruchthendler Elementary
- Sabino
- Collier Elementary
Cathy Thwing

- Banks Elementary
- Borman Elementary
- Vesey Elementary
- Dunham Elementary
- Marshall Elementary
- Kellond Elementary
- TAP
- Cavett Elementary
- Oyama Elementary

Stefanie Boe

- Hollinger K-8
- Robins K-8
- Tolson Elementary
- Maxwell K-8
- CE Rose K-8
- Manzo Elementary
- Mary Bell McCorkle K-8
- Lynn/Urquides Elementary